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ABSTRACT The BaZrO3 ceramics were prepared via sol-gel auto-combustion technique with three Fuel to
Oxidant (F/O) ratios (ϕ = 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5) and annealed at 1200 ◦C for 2 hours. X-ray diffraction (XRD) and
Rietveld refinement data confirmed the cubic perovskite phase with the Pm3m (221) space group. These three
samples are well indexed in JCPDS no: 06-0399. The ratio F/O = 1.0 gives one a small crystallite size and
very high surface area. The ratio F/O = 1.5 provides a very high crystallite size and very low dislocation
density. The oxygen vacancies in the samples were analyzed using Raman spectroscopy. The optical band
gap energy value increases from 2.02 to 3.09 eV with increasing F/O ratio. Using of impedance spectroscopy
for BaZrO3 at room temperature allows us to reveal decreasing Ionic conductivity with an increasing F/O ratio.
The Nyquist plot for all samples exhibits a circular arc in the high-frequency zone and nearly a straight line in
the low-frequency region. Due to the presence of low grain boundary with high ionic conductivity the BaZrO3

electrolyte material is used for energy storage in devices.
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1. Introduction

BaZrO3 is a cubic perovskite with a structure ABO3. Because of its unusual physical properties, BaZrO3 is attractive
for usage in electro-ceramics [1]. BaZrO3 (BZO) is an ideal model for a wide range of ABO3 perovskite. They have
different technical applications, including high-temperature materials, electronic ceramics, nonlinear optics, catalysis,
superconductors, etc. [2–7]. Barium Zirconate is an alkaline earth perovskite with significant electro-ceramic potential [8–
10]. High proton conductivity and green-blue emission are the advantages of a structurally disordered vacancy in the
BaZrO3 semiconductor [8, 11].

The perovskite materials are used for capacitors, nonvolatile memory, actuators, sensors, piezoelectric, ultrasonic,
underwater devices, high-temperature heating applications, frequency filters for wireless communications, and other ap-
plications [12–15]. Barium zirconate (BaZrO3) has significant economic and technological importance because of its
properties such as a “high melting point (2920 ◦C), poor thermal conductivity, remarkable mechanical and structural in-
tegrity under intense heat conditions, strong protonic conductivity, etc. [12–17]”. BaZrO3 is a photoluminescence (PL)
material with low cost and good environmental performance that emits light in the visible spectrum [18]. BaZrO3 ceramics
also have exceptional dielectric characteristics, making them a good choice for microwave and wireless communication
applications [9, 10]. BaZrO3 can be formed by several methods: hydrothermal [20], ceramic [21], co-precipitation [22],
etc.

Advanced ceramics, catalysts, and nanomaterials are prepared by a simple and practical combustion synthesis pro-
cess [23]. Based on the propellant chemistry concepts used in this technique [24], a redox reaction involves the in-
teraction of an oxidant and a fuel. Various types of combustion synthesis differ mainly in the reactants or burning
method [23, 25–29]. For comparison, conventional techniques like solid-state synthesis and combustion-based meth-
ods, nitrate methods may generate monophasic nanopowders with homogeneous microstructure at lower temperatures or
faster reaction times [30–33]. A commonly used solution combustion process is called citrate-nitrate auto-combustion
synthesis (CNA) [34–36]. Metal nitrates are used as oxidants, and citric acid as fuel. The well-known Pechini approach
and the CNA method are similar in many ways [37, 38]. “Sol-gel combustion method” is more efficient [39]. However,
the CNA approach varies from the Pechini process in which the nitrates are not first removed as NOx but remain with the
metal citrates that ignite the auto-combustion.
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BaZrO3 nanoparticles obey good electrical properties and high ionic conductivity. Nowadays researchers are mainly
focused on developing energy storage devices. To enhance the efficiency of materials, researchers are working on combin-
ing transition metal oxides (TMOs) with other transition metals, metal oxides, ABO3 or BO2-type materials, etc. These
materials can modify the surface area, pore characteristics, ion intercalation/ deintercalation, conductivity etc. TMO is
an efficient electrode material, especially in supercapacitors and solar cell applications. Peng-Jian Wang et al. worked
with BaTiO3–Bi(Li0.5Nb0.5)O3 nanocomposites. From the result, the maximum energy density obtained is 14.2 J/cm3 at
497 mv/m. This simple filler preparation method provides a universal and best technical approach for high energy density
capacitors. It is the successful application of universal nanocomposites [40]. Recently, hexaferrites reported to possess a
spontaneous electrical polarization at room temperature [41].

In this research work, citric acid is chosen as fuel, because it has good complexing ability, low ignition temperature
(200 – 250 ◦C) and controlled combustion reaction with nitrates. In this paper, the synthesis and characterization of
BaZrO3 nanoparticles with various F/O ratios through the “sol-gel auto-combustion method” was reported.

2. Experimental procedure

2.1. Synthesis of BaZrO3 nanoparticles

Citric acid (C6H8O7) was chosen as the fuel, and Ba(NO3)2 (barium nitrate) and ZrO(NO3)2 ·xH2O (zirconium (IV)
oxynitrate hydrate) were used as sources of cations and oxidants [42]. Gravimetric analysis revealed that
ZrO(NO3)2 · xH2O has a hydration level (x) of 1. Metal–Nitrate solution prepared by dissolving stoichiometric weighed
Ba(NO3)2 and ZrO(NO3)2 · xH2O separately in deionized water. This stage gave rise to a clear solution indicating total
dissolution. NH4OH was added drop by drop and adjusted the pH 7 using a pH meter. After heating the combination of
ammonia and the neutralized solution to 80 ◦C on a hot plate and continuously stirring, the two components evaporated to
dryness. The solution became more viscous as the water evaporated, forming the extremely viscous gel. The gel ignited
temperature raised to 100 – 120 ◦C. The dried gel burned to create a soft powder. The following equation represents the
combustion reaction:

9Ba(NO3)2 + 9ZrO(NO3)2 · xH2O + 10C6H8O7 −→ 9BaZrO3 + 49H2O + 60CO2 + 18N2. (1)

For the formation of phase pure Barium Zirconate nanoparticles, the following procedure is used. The resultant ash
powder is dried and crushed for annealing purposes. ‘Indfurr furnaces’ were used for annealing. Time profile controllers
will allow the feed to a set 1200 ◦C temperature and hold for two hours at the particular setting temperature. The heating
and cooling rate is 10 ◦C/min and the annealing temperature is 1200 ◦C. It helps us to reduce the secondary phase of
BaCO3.

Lattice constant is obtained by the following equation

1

dhkl
2 =

h2 + k2 + l2

a2
. (2)

The average lattice constant, determined using the previously mentioned calculation, is a = 4.17 Å. This estimated
lattice constant value agrees well with the reference data, a = 4.19 Å [43].

Applying Scherer’s formula, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the high-intensity peak (110) is used to
calculate the crystallite size:

D =
kλ

β cos θ
, (3)

where D denotes the crystallite size in nanometres, k (k = 0.83) is the instrumental constant, λ denotes the wavelength
of X-ray radiation in nanometres, θ denotes the Bragg angle in radians and β denotes the FWHM in radians. The most
fundamental feature of the solid-state structure is the unit cell volume (V).

The density of the prepared nanoparticles (ρx) is calculated using the relation

ρx =
ZM

NAV
g/cm3, (4)

where Z is the number of formula units in the unit cell (Z = 1), M is the molecular mass of the sample and NA is
Avogadro’s number.

The microstrain of the prepared nanoparticles (ε) is calculated from the equation,

ε =
1

sin θ

[
λ

D
− β cos θ

]
, (5)

where β is the full-width at half-maximum of the (110) peak and D is the average grain size.
The length of the dislocation lines per unit volume of the crystal is called the dislocation density [44]. Dislocations are

defects in crystals caused by incorrect lattice registration in the surface area of the crystal. Dislocations are not equilibrium
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defects to explain their presence in the measured dislocation densities, unlike vacancies and interstitial atoms [45–47]. In
this case, dislocation density (δ) is calculated using the relation [48].

δ =
1

D2
, (6)

where, δ is the dislocation density and D is the particle size (nm).
The following formula is used to determine the surface area of the nanoparticles [49]:

S =
6

ρ ·D
cm2/g, (7)

where S is the surface area, ρ is the density and D is the grain or crystallite size. All the calculated lattice parameters of
the BaZrO3 nanoparticles prepared for three F/O ratios were listed in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Calculated lattice parameters of BaZrO3 nanoparticles

Parameters/sample F/O = 0.5 F/O = 1.0 F/O = 1.5 Standard Values

Lattice constant (Å) 4.1778 4.1642 4.1757 4.19

Unit cell volume V (Å3) 72.92 72.21 72.81 73.72

Crystallite size D (nm) 49 47 72 —

Density (ρ) g/cm3 6.296 6.357 6.304 6.22

Dislocation Density (×1014)
Lines/metre

4.21 4.5 1.9 —

Surface area (S) ×106 cm2/g 19.56 20.02 13.16 —

Micro strain (ε) ×10−3 2.0 2.1 1.3 —

3. Results and discussion

3.1. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis

BaZrO3 sample XRD patterns are displayed in Fig. 1. The sharp spikes indicated the crystallinity of the BaZrO3

nanoparticles prepared for three F/O ratios.

FIG. 1. The XRD pattern of BaZrO3 samples prepared for three F/O ratios

These XRD patterns displayed seven main spikes of the BaZrO3, such as (110), (111), (200), (210), (211), (220) and
(310) well matched with cubic structure (JCPDS-06-0399). Very small amount of BaCO3 (*) is presented at 2θ = 24,
28, 33, 42◦. It is due to the dissolution of CO2 from the air in the water. Mojdeh Azzizi et al. studied yttrium doped
barium zirconate using two types of fuel with three different annealing temperatures 900, 1150 and 1300 ◦C. As a result,
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citric acid fuel take lesser time for combustion and 1150 ◦C annealed sample produces an almost phase pure BAYZ
nanopowder [50].

Table 1 illustrates that the calculated average lattice constants a, b and c values of BaZrO3 nanoparticles suit the
standard value. F/O = 1.0 gives a small crystallite size, its surface area is very high. F/O = 1.5 provides a very high
crystallite size and very low dislocation density. FWHM (Full-width half maximum) value plays a major role in crystallite
size. If the FWHM value increases, crystallite size should decrease. The unit cell volume and the density depend upon the
lattice constant. The variation in the F/O ratio affects crystallite size. The release of additional gaseous products causes
the crystallite size decreases by raising the F/O ratio from 0.5 to 1.0. High surface-to-volume ratio for grains decreases
as excess heat is removed from the system [51]. The crystallite size increases from 41 to 63 with a further increase in
the F/O ratio from 1.0 to 1.5. The increase in flame temperature of combustion that increases particle growth can be
related to it [52]. The results indicated that the combustion-produced particle is nanocrystalline and has a size range of
47 – 72 nm.

3.2. Rietveld analysis

Every type of crystalline material can be fitted with patterns using the Rietveld refining method, and it is highly
efficient but not accessible for single crystals [53, 54]. The technique results in the use of the fact that the peak shape of
Bragg reflections can be mathematically defined as well as the fluctuations in their width (FWHM) with the scattering
angle 2θ. The Rietveld method enables least-squares refinement [χ2 minimization] of an atomic model (crystal structure
parameters) combined with a proper peak shape function, i.e., a simulated powder pattern, directly towards the observed
powder pattern without extracting structure factor or integrated intensities once the structure is known and a suitable start-
ing model is discovered. The Rietveld refinements for accurate structural parameters and the profile parameters start once
the structural model is complete and the background contribution contains proper starting values. The resulting profile fit
and the reliability factor or R-value values both show the refinement’s progress. Up to the fit converges the structure has
to be improved. In order to get accurately estimated standard deviations, which may be expressed quantitatively in terms
of reliability factors or R-values, all parameters (profile and structural) must be refined simultaneously [55].

To get precise standard deviation values, Chi-square (χ2) reduction was used to refine all structural parameters.
Diffraction intensity data were taken into consideration for the computation of standard deviations. The intensity values
are typically written as Io,i, where ‘o’ stands for the observed values and ‘i’ for the intensity measured at 2-theta value 2θi.
A model is fitted to the observed data in Rietveld analysis, and if the model is accurate, it will calculate the “true” intensity
levels. The model-derived intensity values will be denoted as Ic,i, where ‘c’ stands for the computed model. The Rietveld
algorithm optimizes the model function to minimize the weighted sum of squared differences between the observed and
computed intensity values, i.e., to minimize

∑
i

wi[Ic,i − Io,i]2, where the weight, labeled as wi, is 1/σ2[Io,i] [55] and

the expected value of
∑
i

wi[Ic,i − Io,i]2 is one. This “best possible Rwp” quantity is a very useful concept and is called

the expected R factor (Rexp):

Rwp = 100


∑

i=1,n

wi |Ii − Ic,i|2∑
i=1,n

wiIi
2


1/2

. (8)

The actual Rwp should aim to be close to the statistically expected R value, Rexp:

Rwp = 100

 n− p∑
i=1,n

wiIi
2


1/2

, (9)

where n is the number of observations and p is the number of parameters. Rexp reflects the quality of data. Thus, the ratio
between the Rwp and Rexp gives one the result of goodness of fit,

χ2 =

[
Rwp

Rexp

]2
. (10)

The refined BaZrO3 diffraction pattern is displayed in Fig. 2. It is the result of using various F/O ratios followed
by the EXPO programme. The plots make it very clear that the fitting accuracy is excellent. The calculated patterns
are displayed in the same field as a dense line curve. The bottom field displays the variation between the calculated and
observed intensity.

The cubic structure of the BaZrO3 ceramic has a space group (Pm3m) and point-group symmetry (Oh). Furthermore,
Zirconium (Zr) atoms produce [ZrO6] clusters with six oxygen (O) atoms, whereas Barium (Ba) atoms (lattice modifiers)
make [BaO12] clusters with twelve O atoms in a Cuboctahedral shape. Zr atoms are positioned Centro-symmetrically
within the octahedron in [ZrO6] clusters [56].

Table 2 contains the results for the lattice parameter, crystallite size, S, χ2 and R-values.
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FIG. 2. Rietveld refinement output of the BaZrO3 samples for three various F/O ratios: (a) ϕ = 0.5,
(b) ϕ = 1.0, (c) ϕ = 1.5

TABLE 2. Rietveld refined data of BaZrO3 nanoparticles

BaZrO3
Lattice

Parameters Crystallite size (nm)
Micro strain
(%) (×10−3)

Rietveld Refine
Parameters

Φ = 0.5
a = b = c = 4.18 Å
α = β = γ = 90◦

49.32 0.357

Rwp = 18.69
Rp = 12.84
Re = 14.53
S = 1.29

Φ = 1.0
A = b = c = 4.17 Å
α = β = γ = 90◦

42.73 0.547

Rwp = 16.050
Rp = 11.452
Re = 12.38
S = 1.30

Φ = 1.5
a = b = c = 4.18 Å
α = β = γ = 90◦

58.41 0.129

Rwp = 16.98
Rp = 12.57
Re = 14.92
S = 1.14
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On comparing the results of crystallite size with the XRD result, after the Rietveld refinement the crystallite size
decreases then increases and the microstrain is increased then decreased. It is happened because of the rise in temperature.
In the range of 1.14 to 1.30, the fitted pattern’s goodness of fit (GoF) values can be found.

3.3. Raman spectroscopy analysis

The Raman spectra of BaZrO3 are shown in Fig. 3. Although the perfect cubic perovskite would be expected to
exhibit, all samples showed evidence of numerous vibrational modes. Second-order scattering was responsible for the
identification of active vibrational modes in barium zirconate with oxygen vacancies [57, 58]. However, since the band at
200 cm−1 is connected to the torsional motion of the lattice, Karlsson et al. hypothesized that the spectrum comes from
lattice distortions [59].

FIG. 3. FT RAMAN spectra of BaZrO3 samples prepared for different F/O ratios

It is well known that BaZrO3 with acceptor impurities, such as trivalent ions, leads to the formation of oxygen
vacancies according to:

M2O2 −→ 2M′zr + V••o + 3OX
o , (11)

where M is the trivalent ion, Vrmo is the oxygen vacancy, and 3OX
o is the oxygen at oxygen site. Hereafter the Kröger-

Vink notation is used for point defects. Nominally pure BaZrO3 may still contain intrinsic acceptor impurities in the form
of Ba-vacancies which naturally occur during sintering at high temperatures due to loss of Ba. When exposed to humid
atmosphere, the incorporation of protons occurs in the form of hydroxyl group (OH−) that fills up the oxygen vacancies
according to [60, 61]:

H2O + OX
o + V••o ←→ 2OH•o. (12)

From Eq. (12), the two OH− groups form after the reaction between water molecules and an oxygen vacancy.
Slodczyk et al. proposed that the active BZ Raman spectra are indicative of nano-domains with local symmetry that

differs from that of the cubic structure, given the reality that the spectra include large bands and these distortions are
supposed to be very minor [62, 63]. In simple terms, the majority of the bands are liked across all samples, only with
some strength shifts or differences depending on composition. The translation oscillation modes from 50 to 250 cm−1 are
produced by the motions of the Ba2+ network, which are dominated by the Coulomb interactions [62, 63].

While the peaks at higher frequencies indicate the modes of more covalently bonded oxygen octahedra, the peaks
between 600 and 900 cm−1 are explained by the symmetric stretching (V ) of oxygen bonds [62–64]. Furthermore, the
BaCO3 vibrational peak with the Raman shift of 1060 cm−1 indicates the creation of carbonate (CO3) species [65].

3.4. UV-vis spectroscopy analysis

The UV-Vis absorbance spectrum of BaZrO3 ceramics is shown in Fig. 4. The peak around 220 nm can be attributed
to ban edge absorption of BaZrO3. According to the method outlined by Wood and Tauc [66], the optical band gap energy
(Egap) was calculated using the following equation:

(αhν) = B (hν − Egap)
n
, (13)

where B is a band tailoring constant, n is a constant related to the various types of electronic transitions (n = 1/2, 2,
3/2 or 3) for direct allowed, indirect allowed, direct forbidden, and indirect forbidden transitions, respectively [67], h is
the Plank constant, ν is the frequency, Egap is the optical band gap, and α is absorbance. In this instance, the indirect
acceptable transition one is taken to be n = 2.

The Tauc plot of BaZrO3 is shown in Fig. 5. for three F/O ratios (ϕ = 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5). The band gap of the
material, if it is a direct transition, as shown by the Tauc plots [68], is obtained by extrapolating the linear component of
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FIG. 4. UV-Vis absorbance spectra of BaZrO3 samples prepared for different F/O ratios

(αhν)2 versus (hc/λ), to obtain the Egap values. For the respective F/O ratios of 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5, the band gap of pure
BaZrO3 at room temperature is determined to be 2.02, 2.96, and 3.09 eV. The excitation wavelength is 220 nm. As the
fuel content rises, the bandgap of BaZrO3 increases.

FIG. 5. Tauc plot of BaZrO3 samples prepared for different F/O ratios

3.5. Impedance spectroscopy analysis

The electrical and dielectric properties of a polycrystalline BaZrO3 ceramic and their interfaces with electronically
conducting electrodes have been examined in a wide range of frequencies (100 Hz – 1 MHz) at room temperature using the
complex impedance spectroscopy method [69]. The complex dielectric permittivity, abbreviated ε∗, complex impedance,
abbreviated Z∗, and electric modulus, abbreviated M∗, which are connected to one another as follows:

Z∗ = Z ′ + jZ ′′, (14)

M∗ =
1

ε∗ω
, (15)

1

ε∗ω
= j (ωC0)Z∗, (16)

j(ωC0)Z∗ = M ′ + jM ′′, (17)

where (Z ′,M ′) and (Z ′′,M ′′) are the real and imaginary compounds of impedance and modulus, respectively, j =
√
−1

is the imaginary factor and ω is the angular frequency,

ω = 2πf. (18)
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There are two parts to the impedance expression: a real part and an imaginary part. A “Nyquist Plot” is created when
the real part (Zreal) is plotted on the X-axis and the imaginary part (Zimag) is plotted on the Y-axis (see Fig. 6). The
Zimag is negative, whereas each point on the Nyquist plot represents an impedance value at a certain frequency point.
Low frequency impedance is applied to the right side of the plot along the X-axis, and higher frequency impedances are
applied to the left. Additionally, impedance can be shown as a vector (arrow) with a length of |Z| on a Nyquist plot.
The “phase angle” is the angle formed by this arrow and the X-axis [70]. A Bode plot is widely used in the engineering
community compared to the Nyquist plot. It consists of two different logarithmic plots: frequency vs magnitude and
frequency vs phase (Fig. 7). It is another technique to describe the impedance results.

FIG. 6. Nyquist plot with impedance vector

FIG. 7. (a) Nyquist plot for BaZrO3 with ϕ = 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 at room temperature; (b) frequency vs
magnitude (Bode plot); (c) frequency vs phase angle (Bode plot) for BaZrO3 with ϕ = 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5
at room temperature
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Impedance is really measured by introducing a potential wave to the working electrode and monitoring the ensuing
current wave Z. Zreal, and Zimag are taken from these two waves and sketched. These parameters are measured for
potential waves with various frequencies to produce the spectrum. In a three-electrode system, an EIS experiment is
carried out by fixing an applied voltage [71], according to the initial report on electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
that was published in 1975 [72]. The generated Warburg impedance (W ), charge transfer resistance (Rct), and solution
resistance (Rs) are gathered and shown in the Nyquist plots.

The Warburg impedance (W ) is an extra resistance that can be produced by the diffusion of molecules or redox
species. Frequency affects the manner in which this impedance behaves. In fact, the diffusing reactants do not have to go
very far. The Warburg impedance is minimal at high frequencies. The force to diffuse the redox molecules increases the
Warburg resistance at low frequencies. The Nyquist plot shows the infinite Warburg impedance as a tilted line with a 45◦

slope. On the Bode plot, however, the Warburg effect appears as a 45◦ phase shift.
The Nyquist curve of BaZrO3 with ϕ = 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 at room temperature is shown in Fig. 7(a). Warburg resis-

tance, which is induced by the frequency dependence of ion diffusion from the electrolyte to the surface, is a phenomenon
as all samples exhibit a circular arc in the high-frequency zone and nearly a straight line in the low-frequency region. As
the F/O ratio increases, the semicircle’s diameter gradually changes. A Bode curve of the impedance Z(Ω) for BaZrO3

is shown in Fig. 7(b). A Bode plot of the phase angle for BaZrO3 is shown in Fig. 7(c). For ϕ = 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 ratios,
the impedance magnitude |Z| reduces with increasing F/O ratio at low frequency and decreases at high frequency. For
observing phase margins where the system becomes unstable (violent phase or magnitude changes), the Bode plot offers
many advantages. The study of sensors, filters, and transistors in electronic devices can benefit from it as a result [73].
Real and imaginary part of impedance increases with increasing F/O ratio.

Ionic conductivity is reduced by 4.833 × 10−3 to 3.327 × 10−3. It introduces significant structural defects to the
BaZrO3 crystal, as evidence by large lattice microstrain. In general, the Oxygen vacancy assisted high ionic conductiv-
ity [74].

Bulk resistance of the three various F/O ratio value, the calculated value of ionic conductivity were listed in Table 3.

TABLE 3. Ionic conductivity data of BaZrO3 electrolyte

Sample
Sample

thickness (cm)
Bulk resistance

(Ω)
Area of the
sample (cm)

Ionic
conductivity

S/cm

ϕ = 0.5 0.1901 25.54 1.54 4.833× 10−3

ϕ = 1.0 0.1762 25.91 1.54 4.416× 10−3

ϕ = 1.5 0.1661 32.42 1.54 3.327× 10−3

The ionic conductivity was found to be

σ =
L

R∗bA
, (19)

where L is the thickness (cm), A is the contact area (cm2), and Rb (Ω) is the bulk resistance of the BaZrO3 electrolyte, σ
is the ionic conductivity (S·cm−1). The Nyquist plot of the complex impedance readings was used to calculate Rb. The
Ionic conductivity result shows the BaZrO3 electrolyte material can be used as semiconducting device application.

The EIS approach, a non-destructive investigation tool, can be used to efficiently characterize physical and chemical
processes in fuel cells as well as energy storage devices. In order to monitor these materials’ and devices’ performance
and stability, as well as their charge transport characteristics, the EIS can be used [75].

Figure 8 displays the impedances of BaZrO3 at room temperature. For ϕ = 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 ratios, the real com-
ponent Z ′(f) of impedance decreases with increasing frequency (Fig. 8(a)). The imaginary portion Z ′′(f) of BaZrO3 is
shown in Fig. 8(b), and it increases to a maximum value before it starts to decrease at high frequencies, demonstrating the
presence of a relaxation process in the system. The relaxation period for the dielectric-relaxation process is provided by
the Z ′′ peak.

4. Conclusion

The sol-gel auto-combusted method was used to successfully synthesise perovskite Barium Zirconate nanoparticles
with various F/O ratios. XRD was used to examine the crystalline size. The Rietveld refinement verified that the BaZrO3

phase was unique and clear. Raman spectroscopy was used to confirm the existence of various modes. With an increasing
F/O ratio, it was discovered that the optical band gap increases from 2.02 to 3.09 eV. As the F/O ratio increased, the
impedance and relaxation time of a BaZrO3 pellet for impedance spectroscopy decreased. For various F/O ratios (for
ϕ = 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5), the BaZrO3 electrolyte’s ionic conductivity ranged from 3.327× 10−3 to 4.833× 10−3. BaZrO3

nanoparticles can be used for the development of energy storage devices due to good electrical properties and high ionic
conductivity.
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FIG. 8. (a) Real part and (b) imaginary part of impedance as a function of frequency (Bode plot) for
BaZrO3 with ϕ = 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 at room temperature
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